EAWOP EC Meeting Brighton, 6-7 October, 2017

Report of EC Meeting held in Brighton, 6-7 October 2017
Last 6 and 7 October 2017, EAWOP’s Executive Committee (EC) met and discussed the following
issues:


The president welcomed the EC members and opened the session.



The EC Minutes, Rotterdam, June 2017 were formally approved.



A report on the current financial situation and on the budget and expenditure for each area
of the EAWOP activity was presented. The Dublin Conference income was presented,
together with the overall financial situation of EAWOP.



The members reviewed the Dublin congress and the main critical and positive points.



The member discussed each aspect of the congress model and updates were made.



An update on the Torino 2019 Congress organization progress was presented, as well as
the progress on the 2021 congress bid and contract. Members also discussed on the call
for bids for 2023 congress.



The members discussed about the General Assembly minutes and the procedure for
confirming the minutes and reports.



An update on Constituent members matter was made. Albanian Order of Psychologists is
a potential new Constituent.



Next Constituent Council Meeting will take place in Torino Lingotto Center on 4th of May
218.



The communication strategy with the members was discussed, including website,
newsletter and social media.



An update on the novelties of the three EAWOP journals was made.



External relations with The Alliance for Organizational Psychology, European Federation of
Psychology Association and local groups were discussed. Proposals for Society of
Industrial and Organizational Psychology Congress and International Congress of Applied
Psychology were presented.



An update on the next Early Career Summer School in Heraklion, Crete, Greece was
presented.



The members review each of the proposals for Small Group Meetings and decide which
ones will be funded.



A summary of WorkLab for Practitioners, held in Riga, Latvia in November, 2017 was
made. HB updated also on the theme and participants of the next WorkLab 2018, which
will take place in Budapest, Hungary.



Members discussed on the EAWOP Careers Survey, its content and calendar.



Updates on the EAWOP’s special call for research on immigrants and refugee crisis
projects were made.



Policy Impact Task Force was discussed by the members.



The new EAWOP administrative secretary was welcome.
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New EAWOP members were formally approved.



Next EC meeting will be held in Torino, Italy, 4 and 5 of May 2018.
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